What lives on your Teeth?

Evil bacteria can turn just about anyone’s sparkling pearly-whites into yuck-teeth. Stop it from happening to you. Unlike other sweeteners, xylitol is an all-natural sweetener that helps stop bacteria from creating tooth-destroying acid. Less acid means healthier teeth.

Xylitol is also the natural enemy of dry mouth. Better saliva equals better days!

Slippery Smooth Teeth Remind You It’s Working

Xylitol helps keep that nasty film that can form on your teeth from sticking, so you can enjoy that fresh-from-the-dentist-clean every day! It only takes a few days and you’ll start to notice how slippery smooth your teeth feel. It’s okay to take pleasure in running your tongue all over them. Your teeth won’t mind.

When your teeth feel great, you’ll feel great. You’ll smile more. You’ll feel your shoulders begin to relax because you’ll be relaxed. Yep. All because you started using Epic® Xylitol.

Think you can get as much xylitol chewing Trident® gum? Think again.

Trident gum only has 0.17 grams of xylitol per piece. Okay maybe you can get enough xylitol by chewing Trident, if you feel like chewing 35 pieces a day!

To order, call 800-494-3742
or visit www.epicdental.com

at your next dental visit.
Your Prescription for **INVINCIBILITY**.

Dentists recommend six grams of “direct topical exposure” daily – medical-speak for having enough xylitol on your teeth over the course of the day to keep those creatures at bay. We make that easy because each piece of Epic gum contains 1.06 grams of xylitol and each mint contains 0.5 grams. Since Epic products are packed with loads of xylitol, all you need to do is:

**Chew 2 pieces of Epic gum after every meal**

**Brush with Epic toothpaste and swish with Epic rinse morning and evening. Chew Epic gum twice during the day.**

**2 Epic mints six times during your day**

or

You get the idea. Find a combination of Epic products that work well for you.

"Our patients are thrilled with the results they are getting from Epic products, and we see the difference."
Melinda, RDH

"My mouth has never felt better. Epic is what I have been searching for, for a long, long time! Thank You!"
John

"Xylitol is the perfect partner in any protective dental program."
Dr. Ellie, DDS